Adjustable seat height
Press down on the lever and remove weight from the seat. The seat will raise and will lock at the height the lever is released.

Syncro mechanism – weight tension
To strengthen the syncro mechanism to desired weight, rotate the lever clockwise to increase tension and anti-clockwise to decrease the tension.

Height adjustable arms
Lift the rise and fall ratchet arms upwards to desired height, (when they reach their maximum height position, arms will move downwards to the lowest position).

Care for your chair
To maintain the cloth upholstery carefully vacuum regularly. Marks and stains can be removed with the appropriate commercial cleaner.

Warranty
This product includes a comprehensive warranty. Please contact your supplier for further details.

These simple operating instructions illustrate the functions and benefits the chair has to offer.
Seat slide
Lift lever, move seat to the required position and release lever to lock.

Adjustable lumbar support
Move the back of the chair up or down to adjust the position of the integral lumbar support.

Back rake adjustment
Lift the lever and lean back against the back of the chair until you are in the desired position. To release position push down on the lever and lean forward.

Multi adjustable arms
Place your hand on the centre of the arm rest, then rotate towards the left or right until you have the desired position.